How long do we get to carry out a Right to Repair?
The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 sets the length of time within which we must carry out
the repair. If we need to inspect a repair to determine what work needs to be carried out,
the time allowed commences once the inspection has been carried out.
It is important to note that working days exclude weekends and Co-operative holidays.
As such, if you report a repair such as a blocked toilet on a Friday morning the "Right to
Repair" legislation states we must fix it by 5.00pm Monday. However, the Co-operative's
own repair targets - and actual performance - are quicker than the time allowed under
"Right to Repair". For further information on our repair standards, refer to "Information
Series 3 - Repair Priorities".

Are there any special circumstances?
There may be circumstances beyond our control which makes it impossible to do the repair
within the maximum time. For example, the availability of spare parts or adverse weather
conditions. In these circumstances, the maximum time is extended. We will notify you if
this is the case.

What happens if the work is not done in time?
If we do not complete a qualifying repair in the set time and there are no circumstances
that would have extended the time allowed for the repair (e.g. awaiting parts) you may
have the right to tell our alternative contractor to carry out the work. You may also be
eligible for compensation which is £15 for the failure to complete the repair on time and
£3 per day after that, up to a maximum of £100.

Who is our alternative contractor?
We have a number of alternative contractors. The specific alternative contractor will depend
on the type of repair work ordered. When you report your repair, we will confirm in writing
the name of the alternative contractor.

What happens if you are out when we call to carry out the repair?
If the contractor cannot get into your home on the day you have agreed with us your "Right
to Repair" will be cancelled. You will then have to report the repair and start the process
again.

Easthall Park Housing Co-operative offer a number of methods in which you can
report a repair:
• Telephone 0141 781 2277 the office during working hours
• For out of hours Gas Central Heating emergency repairs call Gas Sure: 01294468113
• For all other out of hours emergency repairs call Turner: 03333202322
• By Letter
• By email: general@easthallpark.org.uk
• Through our webpage: www.easthallpark.org.uk
• At the office
• To staff out on estate

